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Abstract. A modelling approximation regarding the behaviour of electrons on metal surfaces
with chemisorbed oxygen is presented. It is suggested that, as consequences of O–metal surface
bonding, ionization, polarization and removal of metal atoms cause the non-uniformity in the
surface potential barrier (SPB). The inelastic potential is formulated by using a Fermi-type spatial
decay and the work function that depends on the occupied density of state. This formulation takes
into account that, at energies below the plasma excitation energy, electron excitation dominates
and that the electron excitation occurs in the electron-occupied space with any energy greater
than the work function. The present modelling method is an improvement in that (i) the elastic
potential, the spatial decay and the energy dependence of the inelastic potential are associated
with the electron distribution,ρ(z); (ii) all the SPB parameters are functionalized as dependents
of the origin of the image plane,z0, or the boundary of the region occupied by electrons; (iii) the
spatial localization and the variation in energy state are taken into account; and (iv) the single-
variable parameterized SPB simplifies the very-low-energy electron diffraction calculations and
ensures the uniqueness of the solutions. This method allows us to optimize crystal structures
by uniquely comparing the shapes of the geometry-dependentz0(E) curves that exhibit joint
features of topography and spectroscopy revealed by STM/STS.

1. Introduction

The potential barrier of a surface (SPB) originates from the charge distribution both
in real space and in energy space [1, 2] which is closely linked to the valence states
and geometrical arrangement of atoms on the surface [3–5]. For clean metal systems,
such as Cu(001) [6–8], W(001) [9] and Ru(110) [10] as well as Ni [11], the SPB
has been modelled successfully as a uniform layer of thin-film interference [1, 6, 9, 10]
and the inelastic damping as monotonically energy-dependent [11]. Scanning tunnelling
microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/S) observations [12–16] have provided evidence that the
uniform-SPB approximation [9, 11] for clean metals is complete and correct [6]. For
example, STM reveals that ion cores with small protrusions (0.15–0.30Å) are arranged
regularly in the homogeneous background or Fermi sea [12–16] and STS studies of the
Cu(110) surface by Chuaet al [13] confirmed the uniformity of the density of state (DOS)
below Ef . Hence the clean metal surfaces can be described as ideal Fermi systems and
the uniform-SPB approximation is practical and acceptable. Surfaces with chemisorbed
oxygen differ from those of the pure metals in that they possess the unusual feature that
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many properties are ‘rather local’ [15, 16]. The chemisorption of oxygen results not only in
the dislocation of ion cores but also in the alternation of atomic sizes and states [3–5, 13].
More importantly, as consequences of O–metal bonding, the formation of the dipole layer
and the removal of missing-row atoms, in some cases, roughen the surface [3–5, 11–18].
These features have been identified with STM/S and other techniques as well. Even at
very low exposures to oxygen, the Cu(001) surface is roughened by the protruding domain
boundaries, as was discovered recently by Fujitaet al [19]. The STM scale differences
of the systems with chemisorbed oxygen are much higher (0.45–1.2Å) [12–16, 19] than
those of pure metals. The STS profiles from the O–Cu chain region on the O–Cu(110)
surface [13] show that there is a general elevation of energy states, which concurs with the
results of the effective-medium theory calculations by Nørskovet al [16, 20]. In particular,
the empty surface state aboveEf is occupied and a new DOS is generated belowEf [13].
Patches of protrusions on the O–Pt surfaces give rise to the reduction in the work function
(by about 1.2 eV) were detected with photo-electron-emission microscopy by Rotermund
et al [21]. In calculations of very-low-energy electron diffraction (VLEED) from the O–
Cu(001) surface [3, 6], it was found that the spectrum collected at azimuth close to the
〈11〉 direction (perpendicular to the missing row) could not be simulated with the uniform
SPB by using the Cu(001)-c(2× 2)-O [22] the (

√
2× 2

√
2)R45◦-O [23] structure or their

combination. Therefore, it seemed implausible with VLEED to determine both the SPB
and the crystal structure simultaneously by dealing with the strongly correlated parameters
independently [6]. The atomic-scale localization and the on-site variation of energy states
of the systems with chemisorbed oxygen suggest that it is necessary to consider the electron
distribution on the surface site by site. The three-dimensional effect, the variation in energy
states of the surface and the correlations among the parameters used in calculations constitute
the complexity in de-coding VLEED data from the systems with chemisorbed oxygen and
these components can never be neglected. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a non-
uniform-SPB model for systems with chemisorbed oxygen.

The objective of this work is to show that such a non-uniform-SPB model can be
formulated. The modelling was intended to (i) reduce the number of independent variables
in the SPB to simplify VLEED optimization and to ensure the uniqueness of solutions;
(ii) allow the calculation code to optimize the single-variablez0(E) automatically to replicate
the experimental data; (iii) let thez0(E) profile vary with the crystal structure to reflect
appropriately the interdependence between the atomic geometry and electronic properties;
and, eventually, (v) gain deeper insight into the behaviour of electrons on metal surfaces
with chemisorbed oxygen.

2. The theoretical model

2.1. The physical foundations

2.1.1. Constraints. Electrons with energyE traversing the surface region can be described
as moving in a complex optical potential [2]:

V (r, E) = ReV (r)+ i Im V (r, E) = ReV (r)+ i Im [V (r)V (E)]. (1)

V (r, E) satisfies the following constraints.

(i) The elastic potential, ReV (r), satisfies Poission’s equation∇2[ReV (r)] =
−ρ(r) [9, 24], and its gradient relates to the intensity of the electric fieldε, ∇[ReV (r)] =
−ε. If ρ(r) = 0, then ReV (r) corresponds to a conservation field; that is, the moving
electrons will suffer no energy loss and the spatial variation of the inelastic potential
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ImV (r) = 0. Thus, ImV (r) is correlated with ReV (r) uniquely through the electron
distributionρ(r) as indicated in figure 1.

(ii) The energy dependence of the inelastic potential ImV (E) reflects the effect of all
the dissipative processes that are dominated by phonon and single-electron excitation at
energies below the plasma excitation energy [1, 2]. The single-electron excitation occurs
in the electron-occupied space, described byρ(r), and with any energyE greater than the
work functionφ [1, 2, 6, 9].

(iii) The z directional integrations of ImV (z,E) and ReV (z) correspond to the
amplitude loss and the phase change of the electron beams [6, 9]. This constraint provides
leeway for the mathematical expressions for ReV (z) and ImV (z,E). Hence, the specific
forms of ImV (z), ImV (E) and ReV (z), and therefore the exact values of the strongly
correlated parameters, are much less important than are the two integrations in the physics.
The independent treatment of the correlations among the SPB parameters leads to infinite
numerical solutions that should correspond to reality and be physically meaningful.

(iv) On the other hand, the variation in atomic geometry and the change in electronic
states both in real space and in energy space depend on each other insofar as they are
consequences of the surface bonding [3–5].

Figure 1. An illustration of the prototype of the non-uniform SPB. Curves (a) and (b) are
ReV (z) [8] and the quasi-Fermiz function. Curve (c) is the conventional step–Gaussian
decay [6, 7] of the damping, in whichβ and η are independent parameters used to modulate
the intensities in different regions. Curve (d) is the Fermiz function proposed in this work to
model the spatial electron distribution,ρ(z). ImV (z) correlates with ReV (z) throughρ(z) as
indicated.

2.1.2. Uniform-SPB approaches.The best model of ReV (z) currently in use was
formulated by Jones, Jennings and Jepsen [9] in 1984 on the basis that it closely
approximated the results of jellium and density functional calculations of the SPB. This
model has been used widely for the fitting both of the VLEED fine-structure features and
of the inverse-photoemission image states, and has the form [9]

ReV (z) = −V0

1+A exp[−B(z − z0)]
z > z0 (a pseudo-Fermiz function)

= 1− exp[λ(z − z0)]

4(z − z0)
z < z0 (the image potential) (2)
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whereA andB are constants given byB = V0/A andA = −1+ 4V0/λ. The z axis is
directed into the crystal.V0 is the muffin-tin inner potential constant of the crystal andz0 is
the origin of the image potential. The degree of saturation is described by theλ parameter.

ReV (z) changes its form atz = z0 from the pseudo-Fermiz function to the 1/(z− z0)-
dominated classical image potential. It can be readily justified that∇2[ReV (z0)] =
−ρ(z0) = 0. Therefore, the origin of the image plane,z0, acts as the boundary of the
region occupied by surface electrons. If we permitz0 to vary with the surface coordinates,
then z0(x, y) provides a contour of the spatial electron distribution similar to the STM
image. The SPB features are thus characterized byz0 and this effect allows us to choose
z0 as the character in the subsequent single-variable functionalization of the non-uniform
SPB, as will be discussed.

The energy dependenceof the inelastic damping, ImV (E), for a pure metal was
proposed empirically by McRae and Caldwell [11] in 1976 from their VLEED investigations
of Ni surfaces. This model also performs well in dealing with other metal surfaces [6–8].
The damping varies with energy monotonically:

ImV (E) = γ (1+ E/φ)δ (γ = −0.26, δ = 1.7) (3)

whereφ is the work function of the crystal studied.
Thespatial decayof the inelastic damping, ImV (z), was not known and it was expressed

typically with step and Gaussian-type functions [7, 8]:

ImV (z) = β exp[−α|z − z1|] (z < z1) (4)

= η (z1 < z < ZSL)

whereβ, α, η and z1 are adjustable parameters to be fixed in calculations.β andη were
employed to modify the intensity of damping in various regions.ZSL is the atomic position
of the second layer.

It is to be noticed that ReV (z), ImV (z) and ImV (E) (equations (2)–(4)) are
independent from one another. In figure 1, curve (a) corresponds to ReV (z) and curve (b)
illustrates the pseudo-Fermiz function. Curve (c) is the step–Gaussian-type ImV (z) and
curve (d) the Fermiz decayρ(z) proposed in this work.

2.2. The single-variable functionalized non-uniform SPB

2.2.1. Local density of states and the local work function.Instead of the complex form of
ρ(z) derived from the Poission equation (constraint (i)), we may define a Fermiz function, as
was used in [4–6], as a form of the spatial decay ImV (z) to model the electron distribution
(figure 1, curve (d)):

ρ(z) = V0

1+ exp[−(z − z1)/α]
. (5)

ρ(z), characterized byz1 andα, is constrained byρ(z0) ≈ 0. Thez directional integration
of ρ(z) outside the second layer of the lattice is therefore proportional to the occupied local
density of states (DOS),n(x, y). The region of integration was determined on the basis that
the inelastic damping shall dominate in this region [4].

It is essential to introduce the corresponding concept of the local work function
φL(x, y) [25]:

φL(x, y) = E0− Ef
(
n(x, y)

n0

)2/3

(6)
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whereE0 = 12.04 eV andEf = 7.04 eV are the vacuum and Fermi levels of a pure Cu
surface. For calibrationn0 was given by the data for the Cu(001) surface (V0 = 11.56 eV,
z1 = z0 = −2.5 Bohr radii, 1/α = λ = 0.9) [8]. Different calibrations provide merely
off-set shifts of theφL(x, y) value, which were not that serious, as we had expected.

It is worth emphasizing that the work function depends on the electron density and it is
independent of the dimensions of whatever sample is being considered [25]. The idea of the
local work functionφL was addressed in 1994 by Ertl [26] who considered variations on the
scale of patches of unit cells [21] for chemisorption of oxygen. Here it is suggested that the
concept can be extrapolated to the atomic scale so that variations occur over the dimensions
of a single unit cell. For metal systems with chemisorbed oxygen, the usual concept ofφ is
no longer valid due to the ‘strong local’ features, as they are widely known [3–5, 12–16]. It
is even unlikely that the strongly localized electrons with low mobility move from the site
of ‘lower’ φL to the site of ‘higher’φL in the describedφL system. Since VLEED integrates
over a large area of surface, all the quantities depending on (x, y) become energy-dependent
ones. Accordingly,n(x, y) in φL becomesn(E). n(E) is precisely the occupied DOS that is
characterized byz0(E) bounding the region occupied by electrons. In the current modelling
approach, theφL depending onE is also extended to large surface areas over which VLEED
integrates for the DOS.

2.2.2. Parameterization of the non-uniform SPB.Under the constraints (i)–(iii) in
section 2.1, we may define an inelastic potential to unite the effect that damping occurs
in the electron-occupied space (Fermiz decay) with any energy greater than the work
function, which depends on the occupied DOS:

ImV (z,E) = ImV (z) ImV (E)

= γρ(z) exp[(E − φL)/δ]

=
γ exp

(
E−φL(E)

δ

)
1+ exp

(
− z−z1(z0)

α(z0)

) (7.1)

whereγ andδ are constants depending on the calibration of the measured spectral intensities.
z1(z0) and theα(z0) in the Fermiz function characterize the electron distribution.ρ(z1)

should be half of the bulk electron density. In order to reduce numerical efforts and ensure
the uniqueness of solutions, it is necessary to define them as functional dependents onz0.
They are simply supposed to be correlated withz0 through a Gaussian-type function:

z1(z0) = z0 exp

[
−
(
z0− z0M

τ1

)2]
(7.2)

α(z0) = 1

λ(z0)
exp

[
−
(
z0− z0m

τ2

)2]
. (7.3)

The constantsτ1 andτ2 are the semi-widths of the Gaussian functions and were optimized
to 0.75 and 1.50 by producing the smallest1z0 in the calculation results [4, 5].z0m was
estimated to be−1.75 Bohr radii.

As will be justified in section 4.1,λ (in equation (2)) increases monotonically with the
outwards shift ofz0:

λ(z0) = λ0M

{
x + (1− x) exp

[
−
(
z0− z0M

λz

)2]}
(x = 0.4732) (8)
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where theλ0M = 1.275 is the maximum ofλ corresponding toz0M = −3.425 Bohr radii
andλz = 0.8965. These constants, which may vary with materials examined were obtained
by least-square simulation of az0(E)–λ(E) curve that was obtained from point-by-point
calculations by keeping other parameters constant [6]. This process is not of immediate
concern insofar as it is much less important than the modelling approaches.

Equations (7.2), (7.3) and (8) represent not only correlations among SPB parameters
but also hypotheses that, at the dipole site,z1M ≈ z0M , α 6 λ−1, whereas in the missing-
row position,z1m � z0m and that ImV (z) is much less saturated than is ReV (z) in the
missing-row vacancy. The SPB increases its degree of saturation with the outwards shift of
the image planez0.

2.2.3. Schematic interpretations of the SPB.Figure 2 shows an interface between the
bulk and the vacuum for typical O–metal surfaces to illustrate the coordinate dependences
of z0 and z1 in the SPB, ReV (z) and ImV (z). This interface can ideally suit the
Cu(110)−(2 × 1)−O case crossing the O–Cu chains [3]. Thez axis originating from
the top layer (OL) is directed into the bulk. The two typical broken curves, at the sites
of the dipole and the missing-row vacancy, are ReV (z) of figure 1(a) [9] to illustrate the
difference inz0 andλ from site to site on the surface. Thatz0(x, y) is usually higher than
z1(x, y) results from the contribution of the surrounding electrons to the image potential.
It is also to be noted thatρ(z1) = 1

2ρ(z > zSL) > ρ(z0) ≈ 0, as defined by the Fermi
z function and the correlation between ReV (z) and ImV (z). In the vacant position, the
minimum z1m is much lower thanz0m because it is assumed that no free electrons flow
into the missing-row vacancy. In the dipole position, the maximumz1M ≈ z0M is due
to the formation of metal dipoles resulting in the shifting outwards and the saturation of
electron clouds [14, 15]. Hence, the higherz0, the higher the degree of saturation of the
SPB (equations (7.2), (7.3) and (8)). Consequently, the higher the protrusion in the STM
image the higher the local DOS and, as a result, the lower the work function (equation (6)).
Apparently, just like the gradient of ReV (z), the intensity of the electric field at the surface
should also be site-dependent (see constraint (i) and figure 1). At the dipole site, the electric
field is much stronger than that at a clean surface or in the STM depressions. At distances
sufficiently far away from the surface, the SPB approaches the conventional uniform type.

2.2.4. The significance and limitations of this work.A new model of a single-variable
parameterized non-uniform SPB has been developed for metal surfaces with the chemisorbed
oxygen. Instead of being independent, ReV (z) (equation (2)) and the current ImV (z,E)
(equation (7.1)) are tied closely together through the surface charge distributionρ(z), as
indicated in figure 1. Except for the inner potential constantV0, the parametersλ, α and
z1 are functional dependents ofz0. The number of variables of the current model is hence
reduced from four to one. This single-variable parameterization allows the calculation
code to optimizez0 automatically to give intensity matching between calculation and
measurement at each energy. If the characterz0 remains constant ReV (z) and ImV (z,E)
will degrade to the conventional form, namely, a one-dimensional uniform and monotonic
energy dependence.

Besides, as will be shown, thez0(E) profile varies with the atomic position, which
satisfies constraint (iv). The connection of the SPB to the crystal geometry reasonably
well represents that the crystal structure and the SPB are interdependent insofar as they are
consequences of surface bonding [3–5]. It now becomes possible to determine crystal and
electronic properties simultaneously with VLEED by analyzing the structure dependent
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Figure 2. The coordinate (viewed in thex–z plane) dependence ofz0 and z1 characterizing
the three-dimensional SPB. The bulk (z > OL), barrier and vacuum regions are indicated. That
z0 is usually higher thanz1 results from the contribution of the surrounding electrons to the
image potential characterized byz0. At distances sufficiently far away from the surface the SPB
approaches uniformity. The broken lines are the ReV (z) corresponding to the locations at the
dipole and the missing-row vacancy, showing the difference in degree of saturation.

z0(E) profile. Therefore, the difficulty (in conventional wisdom) has been overcome
completely. On the other hand, the variation of the energy state represented byz0(E),
which is an important aspect of chemisorption studies, can also be probed.

However, processes such as band transition and single excitation adding humps to
the monotonic damping [6] (due to a uniform DOS or a constant work function) are not
apparent in the present form (equations (7.1)–(7.3)), but one can compensated for these by
a z0-optimizing method based on the premise that the work function depends on the DOS,
as demonstrated below.

3. VLEED calculations

The validity of the proposed SPB model was tested by analyzing the high-resolution VLEED
(00) beam spectrum from a Cu(001) surface exposed to the equivalent of 300 Langmuir
of oxygen. The technique and procedures of data acquisition were described previously
by Hitchenet al [27]. Attention was paid to the spectrum at 43.5◦ azimuth which could
not be fitted with the uniform-SPB approximation [6]. Calculations were performed with a
multi-atom code developed from the package of Van Hove and Tong [28]. Its validity was
demonstrated and a full description of the calculation code given in [6].

With respect both to the resolution of a VLEED spectrometer and to the convergence
intensity in calculations, the maximum reflectivity (I00/I0) was calibrated as 10%. The
inaccuracy of the calibration can be compensated for by adjusting the constantsγ andδ in
equation (7.1) [4].

In calculations, we employed the widely accepted missing-row type Cu(001)-(
√

2 ×
2
√

2)R45◦-O reconstruction model [3, 12, 16, 20, 22, 23, 29]. The complex unit cell and the
parameters of the compared structures are illustrated in figure 3 and listed in table 1. The
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atomic-shift parameters are the layer spacing, the displacements of the O adsorbate and
the Cu atoms (D12,DOx,DOz,DCux andDCuz in figure 3). The atomic positions in A
were given by a bond geometry that was presented in [3] and used in [4, 5]. This structure
was developed using the theories of Keenanet al [30], Pauling [31] and Goldschmidt [32]
regarding the nature and geometry of oxygen-related bonding. This model (a perspective
view was given in [4, 5]) coincides with a recent discovery [33] concerning other O–Cu
systems that the two O2− get ‘four electrons from three coppers’, and represents the reaction

4Cu(surface)+ 2Cu(substrate)+O2(adsorbate)

→ 2O2−(hybrid)+ 2Cu+(substrate)+ Cu2+(surface) (Cu3O2 bonding)

+2Cu(buckled dipole)+Cu(missing-row vacancy) (a bonding effect).

(9)

The calculation procedures are as follows. First, referring to the value ofz0 for a clean
Cu(001) surface which is in the range from the jellium edge to the atomic radius [6–8], we let
the calculation code scanz0 over−2.5 [8] ±1.0 Bohr radii, with a step ofδz0 = 0.25 Bohr
radii so as to examine the uniqueness of solutions. The output of thez0-scanning calculation
is thez0–E contour. This contour plot also assists us in optimizing the constants (such as
γ , δ, τ1 andτ2) involved in the SPB functions (equations (7.1)–(7.3) and (8)). Then, after
all the constants have been fixed, the calculation code automatically optimizesz0(E) (with
a step ofδz0 = 0.0001–0.25 depending on the value ofIc/Im) to match the calculated
Ic with the measuredIm at each energy. The outcomes of thez0-optimizing method are
eventually the duplication of the measuredIm and the corresponding energy dependence of
z0(E). This method is thus able to compensate for the defect of equation (7.1) in describing
the damping due to electron excitation.

Table 1. Crystallographic and microscopic information about the compared models.

Parameter A [3–5] B [23] C [29] D [20]

D12 1.9343 1.94 2.06 1.94
DCux 0.250 0.3 0.1 0.3
DCuz −0.1495 −0.1 −0.2 −0.1
DOx −0.1876 0.0 0.0 0.0
DOz 0.1682 −0.2 −0.1 0.0
−z0M (au) 3.373 3.615 3.676 3.623
−z0m (au) 2.386 2.261 2.385 2.223
1z0 (Å) 0.522 0.717 0.683 0.741

We need to set up criteria for the optimalz0(E) profiles. In conventional wisdom, it
is expected thatz0(E) approaches a constant. This is valid for pure metal surfaces with
homogeneous energy states and small ion-core corrugations [12–14] but it is no longer true
for the systems with chemisorbed oxygen. As will be explained, the currentz0(E) should be
in any form exhibiting joint features of topography and spectroscopy other than traditional
constant or monotonically energy-dependent ones. With respect both to the conventional
wisdom and to the feature of the new SPB showing humps due to electron excitation, the
criteria for selecting thez0(E) curves were set as follows: (i) the solution ofz0(E) is finite;
(ii) 1z0 is as small as possible and (iii) the fewest possible extra features appear on the
z0(E) curve.
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Figure 3. Side and top views (of the bottom unit cell) of the compared crystal structures in the
missing-row model. The four different sets (A–D) of atomic dislocations along the O–Cu chain
and relevant variables are indicated.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. The justification of the approaches

First, we will show that the parameterz0 correlates withλ through the integration of ReV (z)
(equation (2)) being equal to a constant that determines the phase change of the electron
waves. Hence it is essential and realistic to define equation (8) to reduce the infinity in
solutions, as shown below.

The calculations were performed conventionally, as illustrated in [6], in which all the
parameters are independent. Figure 4(a) shows an example of the correlation betweenz0

and λ at 9.3 eV. There are three groups of correlation curves. The infinite couples of
(z0i , λi) along each of the three curves in a group provide matching between calculated
and measured intensitiesIc/Im = 1.00± 0.05, as indicated. The couples (z0i , λi) (i = 30
sufficed for adequate statistics) on the central curve (labelled 1) in the upper two groups
give the integrations of ReV (z), from the second layer to infinitely large negativez, for
valuesI = 8.58± 0.01 andI = 7.60± 0.02, as indicated in the diagram. It can be seen
from thez0–λ contour plot thatλ decreases with increasing−z0. If we define a function of
λ(z0) which is orthogonal to the threez0–λ curves (labelled 1), the three groups of infinite
solutions will then be reduced to three finite ones. If we go further by treating all the SPB
variables as functions ofz0, like in equations (7.2) and (7.3), uniqueness will be realized.
Hence, it is justified to limit all the SPB parameters to being functions of one variable,
namely the characteristic position of the electron distribution,z0(E).

We now show that uniqueness of solutions is realized by the single-variable
parameterization of the non-uniform-SPB approach. Figures 4(b) and (c) show thez0-
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Figure 4. In (a) it is shown thatλ is correlated withz0 through the integration of ReV (z) being
equal to a constant, indicated for each curve, which provides the experimental foundations of the
single-variable parameterization of the SPB (equation (8)). In (b) and (c) are shown thez0–E
profiles replicating the spectrum at 43.5◦ azimuth. Plot (b) is the standard case of equations (7.2)
and (7.3) whereas (c) is modified toz1 = z0 andα = 1/λ.

scanning solutions for various SPB approximations. Thez0(E) curves provide matching
of the calculated with the measured VLEED spectrum at 43.5◦. Figure 4(b) is the ideal
case (equations (7.2)–(7.3)) whereas figure 4(c) is modified withz1 = z0 andαλ = 1. This
modification means that the spatial decay ImV (z) is identical to the Fermi part of ReV (z).
Except for the region 10.5–12.5 eV, a unique solution is obtained in figure 4(b). Obviously,
figure 4(c) is excluded from consideration owing to the steeply varying dips with too large
a 1z0. Evidently, the model assumptions expressed by equations (6)–(8) are substantially
correct.

4.2. The geometrical dependence of thez0(E) profiles

VLEED I–V curves are determined by the crystal geometry, and the electron distribution
in the energy [ImV (E)] and real [ReV (z), ImV (z)] spaces. It was demonstrated in [4]
that the parameters in ImV (z) determine the absolute intensity whereas the parameters
in ReV (z) dominate the shape of the spectra. Ideally,z0(x, y) represents the contour of
the surface electron density detected with STM. In reality, as pointed out by Lindrooset
al [10], the SPB parameters are functions of the energyE, the lateral component of the
wavevectork‖ and surface coordinates but the resultantz0(E, k‖(x, y)) is so complicated
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that it is impractical in a modelling approach to separate the real-space and reciprocal-space
contributions to the spectral intensity. Because VLEED integrates over a large surface
areaz0(E) exhibits joint features of topography and spectroscopy. Multiple and high-order
diffractions merely provide minor modifications of the general shape of thez0(E) profile
because these diffractions are very insignificant at very low energies [6, 10].

We now compare thez0-optimizing results of the VLEED spectrum at 43.5◦ azimuth
using the atomic positions given in figure 3 and table 1. Figure 5 shows the overlap
matching between the calculated and the measured (00) beam reflectivity (I00/I0) as well
as the correspondingz0(E) profiles. It is worthy of mention that the multi-solution for the
range 10.5–12.5 eV that appeared on thez0–E plot in figure 4(b) is automatically refined
by the z0-optimizing method, as can be seen by comparing figure 4(b) with profile A in
figure 5(b). From figure 5(a) it can be seen that the agreement of the spectrum at 43.5◦

azimuth isultimately realized by using the non-uniform SPB instead of the conventional
uniform SPB [6]. Our aim in this work has been attained insofar as all the considered crystal
structures provide a spectral match, but the correspondingz0(E) curves are different. That
the minor difference in atomic positions results in an observable variation in thez0(E) profile
is further evidence that the VLEED is considerably sensitive to the crystal geometry [3–
6, 10]. The geometrical dependence of thez0(E) curve allows us to judge a model by
simply comparing the shape of thez0(E) profile with those of others.

Figure 5. A matching fit of the spectrum (a) with the compared atomic positions in the Cu(001)-
(
√

2×2
√
)R45◦-O structure given in table 1 and the corresponding variations inz0(E) (b). That

which is being pursued in the current modelling is the claim that all the structures can be fitted
yet yielding differentz0(E) profiles. The structure can be judged by analysing the crystal-
dependentz0(E) curves that exhibit joint features of topography and spectroscopy as revealed
with STM/S and, besides, in terms of the physical interpretations provided by the model.

We may assign the atomic position (table 1) in the Cu(001)-(
√

2×2
√

2)R45◦-O structure
as being the one approaching the true situation by carefully analysing the shape of the
z0(E) curve against the criteria established. From the perspective of energy, features on the
z0(E) curves below 7.5 eV coincide with the STS profiles [13] showing the occupied DOS
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below Ef on the Cu(110)–O surface, which has been attributed to sp3-type hybridization
of oxygen [3–5]. The sharp features in the range 11.5–12.5 eV correspond to the reflection
of the band gap at the boundary between Brillouin zones [1, 4, 10, 34, 35]. Consequently,
the surrounding features relate to electron excitation at the edges of different energy bands.
Curves B and C present extra features around 8.0 eV relative to those in A and D. From
the spatial point of view, the difference betweenz0m andz0M varies considerably with the
crystal structure, as given in table 1. We found that structure A provided the smallest
1z0 and was closer to the STM scale difference of 0.45Å [12], even though the former
had been convoluted by the high-order diffraction and the latter by the tip size. Thus, the
calculations favour the atomic positions assigned in A. Therefore, VLEED optimization
outcomes support the conclusion about the O–Cu(001) reconstruction drawn by Nørskovet
al [16, 20], namely that the O atoms go underneath the first layer for bonding. At the same
time there is a pairing of Cu atoms/dipoles over the missing row. In fact, as described in
equation (9), the paring dipoles and the missing-row vacancies originate from the Cu3O2

surface bonding [3–5].

4.3. The behaviour of surface electrons

The underlying physics of the above results agrees with the modelling assumptions. With
these results we may deepen our insight into the behaviour of surface electrons and quantify
the localized features observed with STM [12–16, 19]. In the dipole region,z1

∼= z0 and
α 6 λ−1. This means that the metal dipoles enhance the SPB through the outwards shift of
the wavefunction, giving a high degree of saturation. For the O–Cu(001) surface example
(equation (8) and column A in table 1),z0M is (z0M/z0(Cu) = 3.37/2.50) 1.35 times that of
pure Cu(001) andλM is (λM/λ(Cu) = 1.27/0.9) about

√
2 times that of pure Cu(001) [7].

The conduction electrons colonize the structure and form electron islands, as observed
in [12]. The values ofz0M andλM quantify the protrusions in the STM image in that the
greater the protrusion, the greater the electron density. In the missing-row site,z1� z0 and
α � λ−1, that is, the missing-row vacancy is not occupied by ‘free electrons’, leading to the
depression in the STM image. On the O–Cu(001) surface, the lowest degree of saturation
of the SPB is (λm/λ(Cu) = 0.65/0.9) about 1/

√
2 times that of Cu(001). Therefore, the

electrons of the surfaces with chemisorbed oxygen are rather localized. We may describe
the O–metal surface as a non-Fermi system without freely moving electrons. Knowledge
of this mechanism may improve our understanding of the metal oxides with lower work
functions but higher contact electric resistivities.

The O-induced non-uniformity in the electric potential/field should have an influence
on further reaction of a surface, as observed by Kostovet al [36] in the synthesis of
isocyanate (NCO) on Ru(001). It was found by Kostovet al that the isocyanate could be
formed only in the presence of pre-adsorbed oxygen atoms. They suggested two possible
mechanisms for the effect of pre-adsorbed on the reaction. One is the influence of the strong
dipole field; the other is the strong site specificity of the O adsorbate which forces either
one or both reactants (C, N) onto different, more reactive, sites compared with those for
the situation without O. According to the current modelling computations, the gradient of
ReV (z) is also site-dependent. The electric field is much stronger at dipole sites than is
that of clean surfaces and that of STM depressions for systems with chemisorbed oxygen.
Fujita et al [19] observed the site specificity of the oxygen atoms, which are adsorbed on
the next-nearest-neighbour sites of Cu(001). Both the current modelling formulation and
Fujitas’ recent STM observation support the proposals of Kostovet al. From the viewpoint
of surface bonding, we may further suggest that the ionization and polarization of surface
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atoms by the highly electronegative O adsorbate may provide electron accepter/donor sites
for further bonding to form the isocyanate (the electronegativities of C, N and O are 2.5, 3.0
and 3.5, respectively [30]). Hence, it should be true that the effects of the dipole moment
and site specificity are intimately intertwined, as discussed by Kostovet al [36].

5. Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that the current modelling of thesingle-variable parameterized
non-uniform SPBis able to illustrate the behaviour of electrons on metal surfaces with
chemisorbed oxygen. The formulations can reasonably well quantify the localized features
revealed by STM and STS. As an important factor determining the interaction between
incident electrons and the surface, the variation of the energy state can be obtained from
the z0(E) profile. Because thez0(E) profiles vary with crystal structure, the difficulty
of simultaneously identifying the crystal structure and the electronic distribution has thus
been overcome completely with simplified optimizations. The combination of VLEED
and STM/S furnished with appropriate modelling approximations is much more efficient
than either of them alone in providing quantitative information not only about the bonding
dynamics [5] but also for crystallography, microscopy and spectroscopy. The consistency
among the VLEED profilesz0(E), STM and STS observations is evidence that our single-
variable parameterized non-uniform SPB is essentially appropriate, as has been demonstrated
in recent works [4, 5].
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